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Background
Welcome to this resource pack for teachers
that aims to provide activities inspired by the
themes behind the unique project: ATOMIC 50:
TIME TRAVELS IN TIN created for the first ever
London Borough of Culture 2019.
There are 4 resources in total: History, Science,
Art & Design and Literacy, each targeted at
children aged 7-11, and linking to Key Stage 2 of
the curriculum. These guides are intended for use
by teachers with pupils attending the production,
or by any teacher looking to explore the history of
tin working.
Waltham Forest has an extensive heritage of
metalworking and manufacturing, largely thanks
to the number of companies that were based in
the area in the 20th Century.

If you are a teacher visiting the Atomic 50 Factory
with your class, the children should be prepared
with the pre-visit activity below in order to
understand the context of their making activities
and the relevance to their local area. As a minimum,
you are recommended to investigate with them the
tin manufacturing videos.
All the images and information sheets you’ll need
can be found at the back of this resource.

HISTORY
Curriculum Links
Pupils should:
-

Note connections, contrasts and trends
over time and develop the appropriate
use of historical terms;

-

Address and sometimes devise historically
valid questions about change, cause, similarity
and difference, and significance;

-

Construct informed responses that involve
thoughtful selection and organisation of
relevant historical information;

-

Understand how our knowledge of the past
is constructed from a range of sources;

-

Learn through a local history study.
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Pre-visit Activity
1. Share the Invitation:
Introduce the idea of visiting the Atomic 50 Ghost Factory
by sharing with the class the factory letter invitation, which
will explain where and when the group will be taking part
in the metalworking session.
2. Think about how things are made:
Part of the experience is to celebrate a ‘Love for Making’.
In thinking about the pupils’ favourite toys and possessions,
ask them:
- How many things that you own were made by a machine?
- Can you think of any that were made by hand?
3. Watch these video clips:
The following videos provide an insight into manufacturing
with tin:
A. Walthamstow toy factory:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5j1nY3IOrU
Key questions to consider when watching:
- What do you notice happening?
- Who is doing the making?
- What are they doing?

B. A handmade gramophone:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rUqH4FU1o8s
Key questions to consider when watching:
- Why was the gentleman disappointed?
- What was his argument for making things himself?

These additional videos look at metalworking as a skill
and can provide supplementary awareness of metalworking
processes:
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=
youtube+tinsmithing+processes&view=detail&mid=
5630BBB4D72C570A7B1B5630BBB4D72C570A7B1B&
FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=
youtube+tinsmithing+processes&&view=detail&mid=
7C3590CF8818C9B5B1417C3590CF8818C9B5B141&
&FORM=VDRVRV
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Pre- or Post-Visit Activity 1
Look
Share images of factories and the
workers with your class.
(History image 1 – 3 in resources).

Discuss
- What do you notice about the
people you can see?
- What are they making?
- How are factories different to
factories of today?
- What similarities can you observe with
modern factories?
Using the resource information sheets
(History source 1), allow children time to
read and digest what the factories were
like. In particular, focus on the workers’
recollections and whether they were
positive or negative. Children could use
highlighter pens to locate evidence for
both sides.

Listen
Next, listen to the audio clips on the
following website, where you will find nine
excerpts of conversations of around 2-3
minutes each:
http://www.wforalhistory.org.uk/projects/
projects/toy-making.html
Whilst listening, children to gather
evidence to answer the following
questions:
- What jobs did people do in the factories?
- How did they feel about their jobs?
- What was ‘homework’?
- How would you describe life a factory
in Waltham Forest?
- List both the positive and negative
aspects of working in a 1950s factory
in Walthamstow.

Additional questions for Years 5 and 6
- What evidence can you find to support the idea that the factories were good for the local community?
- What would happen if all children’s toys were still made in the same way today in our neighbourhood?
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Taking it further
Mini-drama activity

Taking it further for Year 5/6

Children could work in pairs to gather evidence
for or against being a factory worker in the 1950s.
The pairs could act ‘in role’, one as a satisfied factory
worker and the second an unhappy employee.

Additional evidence of the social impact of the
Waltham Forest factories can be found in History
source 8. Use this information to consider the role
of big business versus the small worker.
Pupils could prepare a campaign-style poster to
argue in favour of either business providing jobs for
large proportions of the community, or on the side
of factory workers’ rights.
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Pre- or Post-Visit Activity 2
Discuss
Discuss pupils’ favourite toys, games
and activities. You could ask them to
record their ideas on large sugar paper
in coloured pens.
- What proportion of your favourite toys
and activities will work without batteries
or a power source?
Get groups to cross out those toys and
activities that only operate with power.
- How many toys or activities are left?
Question children on why they are likely
to have a few things left on their paper.
Children could brainstorm toys that would
have been favoured 50 years ago.

Look
Share a selection of information sheets
(History source 1 - 7) with the pupils and
ask them to identify the toys that were
produced in the area. Notice what they
are made of.
While looking at the information and
images of local toyshops, you could
discuss:
- Why do you think these toyshops are
no longer nearby?
- Where do you buy toys?
- List the advantages and disadvantages
of buying toys locally versus from the
Internet.
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Taking it further
Advert design activity

Researching toys from the past

Encourage the class to decide whether they prefer
to buy from local shops or buy from the Internet.
They could plan and create a poster to support
different types of retailer.

Children could gather information about toys from
the past. This could either be with a visit to The
Vestry House Museum (which is open Wednesday
to Sunday), where there is a range of toy collections
available upstairs for viewing, or they could talk to
older people, such as grandparents or neighbours
from a different generation to their parents.

Perhaps there is a small business just establishing in
the area that they could create a poster or leaflet for?

Otherwise, pupils could research on the Internet
toys from the past. For toys gathered by type, see
the Collections section of The V&A Museum of
Childhood Bethnal Green:
https://www.vam.ac.uk/moc/collections/
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Year 5/6: Pre- or Post-Visit Activity 3
Discuss
Discuss what it is like to work in a factory:
- Has anyone visited a factory?
- Does anyone know someone who
works in one?
- What do you imagine it would be like?
If possible, share a video of a slick,
modern factory featuring automation
and few people.
For example: Lego brick factory
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=whvkrWnq0g
Then, share images of factory life
in Waltham Forest’s past.
(History image 1 – 5 in resources).

Discuss life in the factory, referring
to information sheets.
(History source 1 and 3).
If you have not used them before, the
following links give information about
life in the factories:
1932 video from a Walthamstow
toy factory
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=L5j1nY3IOrU
Audio clips of past experiences
from the factories
http://www.wforalhistory.org.uk/projects/
projects/toy-making.html
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Year 5/6: Pre- or Post-Visit Activity 3
Research Task
Using the History source 9 as a starting
point, challenge the class to work either
on their own or with a partner to gather
information about Waltham Forest’s toy
factories.
One way of presenting their findings
would be in the form of a timeline.
Their timeline would need to contain
key dates relating to:
- beginning of manufacturing
- end of manufacturing
- locations of factories
- significant world events

Additional sources of information:
https://www.guardian-series.co.uk/
news/11625792.toy-manufacturer-basetransformed-into-business-centre/
https://www.guardian-series.co.uk/
news/10838522.history-walthamstowstoy-heritage/
http://www.gibbs.fastfreenet.com/
WebPages/BritainsToys/WBritain.htm
https://www.gracesguide.co.uk/A._Wells_
and_Co
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Credits
This resource has been created by Hannah Magee
a teacher at The Jenny Hammond Primary School,
Leytonstone, London.
www.jennyhammond.waltham.sch.uk
Thank you to Gary Heales and The Vestry
House Museum in Walthamstow for providing
the information and photographs that we have
used in the accompanying resources.

The Vestry House Museum is open to school
visits weekly from Tuesday to Friday.
These include handling activities exploring historic
tin toys and a Key Stage 1 Toys & Games session
where children can play a range of Victorian games.
For further information, visit:
www.vestryhousemuseum.org.uk
www.blackhorseworkshop.co.uk
www.blackhorseworkshop.co.uk/atomic-50/
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Wells Brimtoy
A.VY.Wells, a toolmaker by trade, began the manufacture
of tinplate toys in Islington in 1919. Seeking to expand he
moved to 90 Somers Road, Walthamstow in 1924, and the
‘Wells O’ London’ trademark appeared. He went on to design
a very popular clockwork train, which was sold by Woolworths.
By the late 1920s the firm was producing trains, cars, aeroplanes
and shooting games.
In 1914 the ‘Brimtoy’ company was established, using the
trade mark Nelson’s Column encircled by the words ‘Brimtoy
Brand British Made’. The first toys made were vehicles and
tinplate train sets, powered by clockwork motors. After 1918
the company successfully competed with both British and
European competition.
In 1932 the company was bought by Wells, to become
Wells Brimtoy Distributors Ltd and the trade mark ‘Wells’ was
introduced. In 1938 they moved to Progress Works in Stirling
Road, Walthamstow, where they manufactured a range of
bright, colourful tinplate toys. The factory closed in 1965
and production moved to Wales.

Above: Wells O’ London trademark
Above: Newspaper cutting

Above left-right: Factory workers

Top-bottom right: The Wells O’
London, trade stand early I 930’s /
British Industries Fair, Birmingham
in 1936, which was attended by
King Edward VIII
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Working at Wells Brimtoy
Dennis and Edna Staines remember...
“The factory housed a large press shop and
tool room, these supplied the presses with the
tools they required. Years later they made plastic
moulds for the toys and the factory. Apart from
the toys produced they also made alarm clocks
which were very popular. Whatever the factory
produced they were designed and drawn in the
factory drawing office.”
“In the assembly room, where it was mostly
women working, they would have music played
to them over the tannoy. Women could take in
their own records to be played, this was called
‘music while they worked’. They would still sing
while they worked to make the day go quicker even when the music wasn’t being played on
the tannoy.”
“The women would bind their fingers up to
protect them from cutting them on the metal.”
“The factory was sectioned off there were some
people assembling the toys and another section
where you would have the electricians and

another where the lathes were. The assembly
room was very hot at times, especially in the
summer; and because the roof was all glass the
factory room was painted white so that it would
be cooler.”
“The factory made many different toys; among
them were buses, trains, clockwork kangaroos
that hopped along when wound up.’’

“After the war they also organised
coach parties to seaside towns.”

Left: An interior view with decorations for the
Coronation of King George VI, which took place
on the 12th May 1937.
Above: A group of Wells Brimtoy staff on their
coach outing, late 1940s / Packaging for the
‘Chimes’ series of toys for toddlers
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Working at Wells Brimtoy
Ethel Atkins started as a ‘part timer’ at Wells in Stirling Road,
Walthamstow in 1949
“There was one big factory when I first went there. There would
be girls on the machines. Say it was a bus, it would come out
flat with little lugs. I used to walk around all these machines.
There were fronts and backs and wheels and everything.
They would have one hanging up perfect. My job was to make
sure all these hundreds that were coming through the machine
hadn’t gone wrong.”
“I left before Tom. One of the reasons was the money was
terribly poor.’’

Extract from One Door Closes Another Opens, Waltham Forest Memories No 6.
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Working at Wells Brimtoy
Letter from Mr S. Lee of Leytonstone (1974):

Letter from Mr Colvin of Walthamstow:

“I left school in 1939 - this was my first job and
it was certainly a thriving business at that time.
I was engaged there for four pence an hour.
We made amongst other things, toy ‘Anderson
Shelters’ which were sold in Woolworths in the
High Street, for 6d each. When the war started
we had to dig an air-raid shelter in the yard.”

“From 1947 to 49, I was employed as a setter,
setting up and operating presses for stamping
out wheels. The metal for making the toys was
delivered to the factory in huge bales, with the
parts already printed out on the sheets of metal.
A lot of the cutting was done on guillotines
operated by women. The presses moulded the
pieces into shape, ready to be clipped together.”

“I do remember that the majority of the toys
were wooden construction, but there was
a lead casting shop where train wheels were
made. My job at that time was putting the
padding on rocking horses”.

“Most of the employees of the firm were women.
There were about 80 -100 employees in all.
The full time staff working a 48 hour week.
A bonus system was operated, which enabled
people to earn quite a good wage”
“Britains factory was next door, and for some
time when I was off sick, I painted Britains
toy soldiers at home. For painting a gross
of knights on horseback I was paid 3/6d.”

Above: Mrs Olive Heales working on an export
order at the Wells Brimtoy factory c.1947
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Working at Wells Brimtoy
Letter from E M Perry of South Woodford:
“I worked for this firm for 38 years and have
memories of these old toys. Mr Wells Senior,
now deceased, was my original employer and
then years later the son Mr Alfred Wells took
over. I remember the Silver Streak, number 74
I think and the 518 bus and 517 trolley bus,
among many others.”
Above: Clockwork spaceship, 1960’s
Left: Staff at the Wells Brimtoy factory c. 1960

Ernest (Tom) Atkins
Tom Atkins suffered from Polio and worked
at Wells after the war. It was there he was to
meet his wife.
“I went to work at Wells Toy makers. First
as a turner. Ended up as an inspector there.
People with disabilities had to prove more to
employers. Initially I was paid less than other
people. Wells was a self-made man. I stayed
there for 22years until the factory relocated
to North Wales. I left then.”
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Britains Ltd
The company was founded by William Britain, who in 1893
is believed to be the inventor of the process of hollow casting
in lead. This process revolutionized the production of toy
soldiers which had previously been solid lead, figures and
was quickly copied by many other companies.
A range of mechanical toys were produced from around 1880
including Juggler, Sailor Money Box, Bicycle Race and Two
Horse Race. These early toys are now very rare and collected.
The family owned business William Britain & Sons, became
Britains, Ltd in 1907. A new factory was built in Sutherland Road,
Walthamstow and in 1951 all production was moved there.
Unable to expand the Sutherland Road site, the factory moved
in 1968 to a four-acre site in Blackhorse Lane, Walthamstow.

Above: Britains factory on Blackhorse Lane, main entrance, 1991

Above: Packaging design for Britains toy gun,
with printed trademark c.1965

Above: Britains distinctive packaging logo

Above left-right: Britains design department 1996
/ Britains, Sutherland Road factory site

In the 1970s a large number of out-workers were employed
to assemble and paint models at home.
The company finally left Walthamstow in 1991.

Above: Britains farm models on display in the factory

Left:
Original Britains
stock catalogues
from 1940
Below:
Original Britains
stock catalogues
from 1905, 1980
and 1981
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Working at Britains
As with any other busy factory it was a noisy place to work.
There were lots of machines producing the moulded toy
soldiers. Lines of tables where, mostly woman, sat and hand
painted the figures. Lots of women collected ‘Home Work’
from the factory and did assembly and painting at home.
The pay was very poor, but you could choose how much you
wanted to do. There was never a shortage of mums looking
after young children, who needed to earn a bit extra.

“My father was at teacher training college and money was tight so
my mother, along with many others, supplemented the family income
by ‘homework’. Today, with the development of computers and the
internet, working at home has become the ‘in’ thing. It wasn’t like that
for my mother. She worked for a pittance, painting, assembling and
packing Britain’s lead soldiers in our Islington prefab home.”
– From Mrs Eileen Witham (VHMOH 351) Britains Ltd

Below: the factory canteen at Stirling Road, Walthamstow c.1951
(possibly a school visit with a teacher standing)

Above: working on the toy anti aircraft barrage balloon, 1950’s / staff working on the assembly line, 1990’s
Below: painting model penguins, 1950’s / Painting toy soldiers, 1990s
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Other toy factories in Waltham Forest
Lesney Ltd
Started by Leslie Smith and Rodney Smith
(no relation) just after World War II. Rodney
had previously been an engineer with Die Cast
Machine Tools Ltd. A mix of their two Christian
names Les(lie) and (Rod)ney gave the name
Lesney. The new company was started on 19th
January 1947. Their first premises were at a public
house named ‘The Rifleman’ situated on the
borders of Edmonton and Tottenham. When
Jack Odell joined the company, they began
to manufacture toys. Wanting to expand, they
looked for larger premises and the company
moved to Shacklewell Lane, Dalston.
Jack Odell’s daughter asked if he could make
a toy, small enough to fit into a matchbox.
He produced a tiny brass, road roller. It was an
immediate hit with children at her school, and her
friends all wanted one. This was the inspiration for
the Matchbox toys range, launched in 1953.
The ‘Models of Yesteryear’ range, were
introduced when Jack Odell decided to make
a higher quality model, using better castings.

The range was produced at their Chingford
Mount Road factory. Assembly started in
November 1973 with seventy-two female
workers, half working on the night shift and
half on the day shift. There were also eight
other staff employees.

Left and below:
Newspaper cuttings
(source unknown)

Above: Lesney Factory, Chingford Road c.1970
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Other toy factories in Waltham Forest
Benbros (London) Ltd
Started by two brothers, Nathan and Jack
Beneson, Benbros had a factory at 145 Gosport
Road, Walthamstow and were active between
1953 and 1965. They produced a small range of
metal farm machinery and model cars with the
name ‘Qualitoys’.

The range was increased when Benbros
bought several ‘Timpo Toys’ moulds, after
their decision to discontinue the production
of die cast vehicles.

In 1954 they produced a ‘TV Series’; small models,
specially packed in boxes resembling the TV
sets of the 1950s. The name was later changed
to ‘Mighty Midgets’. The ‘Zebra Toys’ series was
a better quality range, packed in eye-catching,
black and white striped boxes’.
The company produced hollow cast figures
as well, including metal soldiers, cowboys and
Indians and a popular ‘Robin Hood’ set. Lesney
wanted to avoid using lead in their manufacturing
and so commissioned Benbros to supply their
lead horses. (Lesney did not want to use lead
as it would have contaminated the other metals
they were using).
Above: Advert for Benbros TV Series c.1955
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Other toy factories in Waltham Forest
Tower Press Jigsaw Puzzles Ltd
The Tower Press was a British jigsaw and games
manufacturer that began life on the Isle of Man.
Their London factory was on Victory Road
Walthamstow. Production started in the 1930s
and by the early 1960s they were the largest
jigsaw maker in the world. They produced
a wide range of puzzles with various themes,
one being ‘Riders of the Range’. In 1969 they
sold over 150,000 puzzles of the Cunard Liner,
Queen Elizabeth 2 (QE2), which had been
launched in 1967. In addition to puzzles they
also made children’s games such as ‘Ask
(Wilfred) Pickles.’
The company was bought out by Waddingtons
in 1969.

Above: The Tower Press logo
Left: 1950’s jigsaw puzzle
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Railways
Although Wells Brimtoy made model trains, the most famous
sets were made by Hornby.
Hornby Model Railways was founded by Frank Hornby, the
patent being applied for in 190 I. The first Hornby electric train
was constructed in 1925, but it operated from a dangerously
high mains supply of I 00-250 volts. Four years later a much
safer system was produced, using a small six volt DC supply.
The early train sets were made of metal and were very
expensive.
In 1938, the Hornby ‘Dublo’ set was launched, using a three-rail
arrangement. Later when the Dublo system began to lose the
market to other manufacturers, it was decided to switch to the
two rail tracks we see on sets today. Plastic replaced metal and
so the price of the train sets fell, making them more affordable.
Today a huge range of accessories can be bought including
bridges, tunnels, stations and houses.

Clockwise left-right: The Silverstreak tinplate clockwork
train, manufactured by Wells Brimtoy c. I 960 / Model signal
box manufactured in tinplate by Wells Brimtoy c. 1960 / The
Engine Shed model railway shop, High Road, Leytonstone,
1992 / Electric train set manufactured by Wells Brimtoy at
Stirling Road in Walthamstow c. I 960 / Trains for sale at The
Engine Shed, 1992 / An early Hornby catalogue
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Toy shops in Leyton
Ditchfields was a large, triple fronted store, in Leyton High Road,
which sold all manner of toys, bicycles, and nursery goods as
well as greeting cards. Mr Ditchfield wrote of the early years:
“In 1926 a small newsagent in Lancashire was started by Great
Grandfather Ditchfield. In 1934 the family; Great Grandfather,
Grandfather and wife, moved to Leyton and started Ditchfields
as a newsagents in the present premises at 792. The adjoining
property 794 was soon taken over as a toy shop.”
During the war years the family would make jigsaws, skipping
ropes and small toys and had customers making hobby horses
and other small wooden toys. In the 1950s a third shop at 790
Leyton High Road, was acquired and the sale of nursery goods
and prams were sold along with the toys. Keen to promote the
business they won ‘Best Window Dressers’ competition in 1953.
Occasionally staff even ‘dressed up’ in seasonal attire.

Above: Photographs of Ditchfields shop front taken
in 1937 (top), and in 1990 (bottom)

Sadly the family run shop closed in 2012.

Above left-right: Totally Toys, Christmas 1986 / Tom and
Edith Ditchfield at WH Smiths showrooms, Hoe Street,
Walthamstow / Ditchfields award, window dressing
competition 1955 / Closing down sale in 2012
Left: Staff dressed up for Christmas c. 1990s
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Toy shops in Leytonstone
Bearmans department store
Mr. Frank Bearman opened the store in Leytonstone High
Road in 1898. A draper by trade, his motto was, ‘The store
with the personal touch’. It remained a family business and
local landmark for the next 64 years, only closing briefly in
1945, when a V2 rocket exploded nearby. Over the years
Bearman continued to expand, opening an extension in
Kirkdale Road in 1957. It was claimed to be the first store
outside London with an escalator.

Below top-bottom: Bearmans Toy Fair, Christmas float 1952
/ Advert for Bearmans Toy Department

Father Christmas’s arrival at Bearmans Store was eagerly
awaited by younger members of the family. Children waited
excitedly in line for their turn to visit Santa in his grotto.
Bearmans Store closed in 1983.
“It wasn’t just a nine to five job. He and his young family
lived in the shop, it was their only livelihood, so he gambled
everything on it’’.
“He copied the style of successful London shopping arcades,
with a glass roof and the highest quality goods on display.’’
– David Boote, Leyton and Leytonstone Historical Society

Above left-right: Corgi comic’s Noddy’s car /

Bearmans advert in the Express and Independent,
26th October 1966 / Bearmans Christmas store,
main staircase scene 1952
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Toy shops in Walthamstow
Walthamstow boasted a number of toy shops
in the past. In St James Street was CJ Smith,
who called themselves ‘stationers’ but also
sold toys. The shop was bought by Frederick
J. Barnes, whose window was split equally
between toys and fishing tackle.
In the High Street there were at least three
toy shops.
Known locally as the ‘Dolls Hospital’ Charles
Howard & Co. at number 121, always had
a wonderful shop window display. Children
would frequently stand gazing at the spectacle,
while deciding how to spend their pocket
money.

“A good shop to purchase jokes and tricks
was that owned by footballer Jim Lewis
of Walthamstow Avenue F.C. at the Forest
Road / Palmerston Road junction”.
– David Moulder, Walthamstow Memories
“I remember being taken to the ‘Dolls
Hospital’ by my parents one birthday and
told to choose something. There was so
much on display it was difficult to choose
just one toy”.
– Gary Heales, Vestry House Museum

At number 140 -142 was Percival & Co., selling
toys, cots and prams. Next, at 151 was Hobbies
Ltd (Bateman’s) who sold electric railways, model
kits, and radio controlled planes. In Hoe Street
was McClane’s.
Above: Chas Howard’s store, also known as ‘The Dolls Hospital’,
at 121 High Street, Walthamstow

Above left-right: CJ Smiths, 8 St James St, Walthamstow,
1930s / Chas Howard’s shop as it looked in the 1970s /
McClanes store, 328 Hoe Street E17 / GT Stevens (location
unknown) / Percival & Company shop, in the High Street /
Percival & Company shop interior, soft toys for sale
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Social Impact: The ‘Human’ Story
The other side of Waltham Forest’s toy-making heritage
contrasts significantly with the version well known
to historians and toy collectors.
In curating their exhibition on E17’s toy-making heritage,
The Vestry House Museum conducted interviews
with previous employees of the industry (mostly Wells
Brimtoy or Britains), providing us with an insight into what
life as a production-line worker must have been like at the
time. These are stories of survival during difficult times:
the necessity for women and men to take on often very
hard, repetitive and tedious work in order to make ends
meet in the Pre/Post-War era. Their testimonies highlight
how different their concerns were to the high-minded
ambition and profit-driven motives of the factory managers.
Interviewees describe conveyor belts with workers sat
on either side, tasked with separating thousands of model
soldiers from the moulds they had been cast in, or the tedious
painting of each of these in the bright colours they were
famous for. They remember the hard work in return for poor
wages - particularly for the ‘piece’ workers, who had to work
faster in order to earn the same as those on a fixed wage.
Ethel Atkins, a Wells employee mentions the ‘lugs and wheels’

on the pressed toy components she was responsible for
checking “in case the machines had gone wrong”, referring
to Britains as “slave drivers who were terrible to work for”.
More positive recollections describe the strong social element
of the production lines, the uninspiring work stimulating
conversations in which employees could express themselves,
creating a “family-like” working environment. Other employees
found the repetitive nature of the work therapeutic, enjoying
the small opportunity for creativity permitted when painting
the model soldiers and farm animals.
Statistics are reflective of the influence these industries had
as prominent employment-providers upon the social fabric
and demographic of the local community. Waltham Forest’s
population almost trebled between 1890-1941, directly
resulting of the proliferation of industry in the Lea Valley.
More locally, the legacy of Waltham Forest’s manufacturing
heritage lies in the wide diversity of cultures o
 f its residents
today. The 1960’s saw a large influx of migrant workers into
Waltham Forest from Pakistan, tempted by the availability
of work at the time.

HISTORY SOURCE 9
Waltham Forest: Our Industrial Heritage
The making processes and materials utilised by
Walthamstow’s toy manufacturers are inextricably linked
to their successes and failures as commercial ventures. 
The histories of these companies, frequently documented
in toy museums/exhibitions and on toy-collector forums,
describe the constantly changing and diverse range o
f
products they offered, with reference to the innovation
in processes and materials necessary to maximise
production levels and respond to economic pressures.
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Tin-plate working
Tin-plate manufacturing was most widely practiced in the
factories of Wells Brimtoy, who utilised tin-working processes
in their production of inexpensive children’s toys. Formed in
1932 from the amalgamation of Wells (est. 1919) and Brimtoy
(est. 1923), Brimtoy had benefitted from the anti-German
sentiment in the aftermath of WWI, breaking German
dominance over the tin-toy market with their ‘British-made’
products and branding. By the early 1930’s Brimtoy were
already well-established in the UK and abroad as a supplier 
of competitively-priced train sets and other toy accessories.
Around 1938, Wells Brimtoy moved their premises
from Somers Road (E17) to the larger ‘Progress Works’ in
Stirling Road, Walthamstow, set up to produce tin-plate
toys and railway models. The history of model buses in
the Wells Brimtoy story is likely to have been inspired by
the presence o
 f the Associated Equipment Company (AEC)
in Blackhorse Lane, where the early ‘omnibus’ prototypes
were built, eventually leading to the design for the iconic
London ‘Routemaster’ bus.
By 1949, Wells Brimtoy’s popularity had grown in line with their
production lines and sales, when they were employing around
700 workers locally.

Material shortages following WWII forced Wells Brimtoy
to offset price rises by reducing production costs
in order to meet the significant demand for toys in the UK.
The resulting ‘Pocketoy’ range of miniature toys was launched
in 1952, produced using the latest moulding methods and
lithographed tinplate. Plastic components were also
introduced alongside the traditional metal ones.
Although attempts were made by Wells Brimtoy to adapt to the
serious threat of plastic as a toy-making material, by developing
products that incorporated plastic components, US-licenced
branding, and battery-controlled elements, the company finally
closed its doors around 1965.
The success of the Wells-Brimtoy story is mostly attributable
to the enterprising nature of Alfred Wells, who p
 ut his
organisation at the forefront of the toy manufacturing industry;
the reliability of the company’s clockwork motors a
 nd brightlycoloured coachwork being key to the popularity of its products.
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Die-casting
Founded by ingenious toymaker William Britain (1828-1906)
from the Midlands, Britains were pioneers of early die-casting
methods that would go on to facilitate large-scale production.
In the early 1890’s, the Britain family sought a product that
would give them an edge over their rivals, eventually arriving
at a hollow-casting process that could be used to massproduce toy soldiers. This was a revolutionary development
at the time and provided the company with the competitive
advantage they had been looking for. 
As with Wells Brimtoy, they were able to break German
dominance of the market in the 1930’s and expanded
significantly during this period as a result. Their innovative
approach to die-casting processes and establishment
of a standardized method of scaling model figures is still
influential in the toy-manufacturing industry today.
In 1931, Britains re-located to Walthamstow, occupying t he
20,000 sq.ft ’North Light Building’, where they based their
production of the ‘Home Farm’ toy range. Production facilities
were expanded significantly to facilitate increased demands
from the USA. 

The ranges increased significantly during the economic
depression, when the UK’s need for income-generating
products was at its height. Prior to toy production being
halted in 1940 to focus upon the war effort, its product
range was a
 t its largest.
By the time Britains had returned to normal production 
in 1953, the threat of plastic as an alternative material was
serious, and by the mid-1960’s had come to dominate the
toy-making industry. The introduction of government
legislation to halt the use of lead in toys finally ended the
production of the hollow-cast toy soldier in 1966, by which
point 1000 million figures had been produced by Britains.
However, production embraced change, and the company
merged with ‘Herald’, bringing in the expertise n
 eeded to
produce their own plastic toy soldiers. Success continued
throughout the 1970’s & 1980’s with production of farm
animals and die-cast vehicles, and in the 1990’s, a range
of cast-metal toy soldiers made for the collector’s market. 
Britains were purchased by the US ‘Ertl’ Company in 1997,
who still produce die-cast toys today.
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Mechanical engineering & fabrication
The Associated Equipment Company (AEC) were UK vehicle
manufacturers, based at Blackhorse Lane in Walthamstow
between 1912 and 1927. Manufacturers of buses, motorcoaches and lorries, they were headed by Frank Searle,
the company’s chief engineer and designer.
During their time in E17, the company produced the ‘X-Type’
Omnibus, soon to be followed by the B-type design, generally
considered to be one of the first mass-produced commercial
vehicles. 
During WWI, AEC’s ability to produce large numbers
of vehicles using the assembly-line methods they had
developed led to them being an important supplier of lorries
to the British army. Production of their 3-ton ‘Y-Type’ lorry
produced in 1916 continued beyond the war; thereafter the
company was mainly associated with lorries and buses,
most notably the London ‘Routemaster’, launched in 1956.
‘Temple Mills Wagon Works’ was opened in 1896 by the
Great Eastern Railway on a 23 acre site to the East of Stratford
on the Lea Bridge line. In 1921 the works employed 800 men,
producing 10 new and repairing 500 existing train wagons
every week.

Works generally involved the production of steel frames
for carriages, which were then sent to their Stratford Works
site for assembly.
The works practised numerous metalworking processes,
their facilities, including a wagon-assembly shop,
blacksmiths, fitting and machine shop, wheel and steel
shops a straightening shop, saw mill and timber dryer.


